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Earth?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is Lesson Two of Whales - Giants of the Ocean. For the rest of the Whales - Giants of the Ocean lessons, please visit educators.whalingmuseum.org/. This slide presentation can be used with the Facilitator’s Guide or by itself. There is also a video that explains the globe toss activity. This presentation is structured to be used in-person or remotely.OVERVIEWThe majority of the surface of our planet is covered by ocean water. Students will perform a fun, simple activity to collect and tabulate data to estimate how much water covers the planet Earth. They will then compare their results to estimates made by scientists.GUIDING QUESTIONHow much of Earth’s surface is covered by water?BY THE END OF THIS LESSON, STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO:Explain how much of the Earth’s surface is covered by waterMake and record a prediction using fractions or percentagesUnderstand where whales, dolphins and porpoises liveBACKGROUND INFORMATIONThe surface of the planet Earth is covered mostly by water. Scientists estimate that approximately 71% of the earth’s surface is covered by ocean water. These activities will help students visualize what 71% looks like and provide a way for students to collect data and learn about fractions.



How Much Water on Earth?

WELCOME!

OVERVIEW
The Majority of the surface of our planet is covered by ocean 
water. Students will perform a fun, simple activity in which they 
will collect and tabulate data and compare their results of how 
much water covers the planet to estimates made by scientists.

GUIDING QUESTION
How much of Earth’s surface is covered by water?

LESSON DURATION 30 minutes

BY THE END OF THIS LESSON STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO
• Explain how much of the earth’s surface is covered by water
• Make and record a prediction using fractions or percentage
• Understand where whales, dolphins and porpoises live

KEY TERMS
Ocean
Percentage

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The surface of the planet is covered mostly by water. Scientists 
estimate that approximately 71% of the earth’s surface is covered 
by ocean water. 

These activities will help students visualize what 71% looks like 
and provide a way for students to collect data and learn about 
fractions.

Photo: NASA Earth Observatory Photo: WDC

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide deck provides:Information about the lesson (this slide)Introductory activity (slides 3 & 4)Directions for the primary activity (slide 5)Link to a video demonstration of the primary activity (slide 5)Directions for tallying and ideas for follow-up discussion (slide 6)An example to show students how to tally the data and calculate the percentages (slide 6)Visual examples of ocean and land coverage of the Earth (slides 4 & 7)Follow-up activities with associated images and coloring sheet (slides 8–9)All resources listed can also be found on the education website at: www.educators.whalingmuseum.org



Make a prediction!

What percentage 
of the Earth’s 

surface is covered 
by ocean?

How much 
water is there 

on Earth?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MAKING A PREDICTION, ESTIMATE OR GUESSDirect students to look at the shapes and colors on the inflatable globe, on the graphics provided in this presentation, or on a wall map. Ask: What does the blue represent? What is represented by the other colors? Is there more blue? More of the other colors?Ask: How much of the Earth’s surface do you think is covered by ocean?



If all of the 
continents were 
clustered together, 
this is what the Earth 
would look like.

Does this 
change your 
prediction?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Use this image to help students with their prediction.Now that students have made their predictions, let them know that they will be using an inflatable globe for the next activity. This activity will help them see all of the ocean basins, estimate how much of Earth is covered by oceans, and see how close their prediction was.Activity Directions are in the Facilitator’s Guide. Video demonstration can be found here.



Video demonstration

Let’s test your predictions!

● Toss a globe to another student or toss it 
up in the air 

● Catch the globe with both hands

● Where are your thumbs touching? Are 
they touching land, ocean, both? 

● Mark where each thumb is touching in the 
data table or a piece of paper.

● Toss the globe again!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now that students have made their predictions, let them know that they will be using an inflatable globe for the next activity. This activity will help them sell all of the ocean basins, estimate how much of Earth is covered by oceans, and see how close their prediction was.Here’s what you’ll needInflatable Earth model or paper earth printout (in lieu of using an inflatable globe) found on the website.Globe toss data table or a piece of paper with two columns - one column labeled ocean, one column labeled landWall map or visual image of the world (or small version, slide 9)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16Qav1nYr0c5toySFDq2MSQ0A5gkbYt3y/view?usp=sharing


DATA TABLE

OCEAN LAND

For this example 
there are 21 
students in the 
class, plus the 
teacher. The teacher 
gets to catch the 
globe, too.

The expectation is that the percentage of thumbs 
that were on OCEAN is approximately 70%.

50% of 44 = 22. 

So, we know that the result > 50%, because 27 > 22. 

27 ÷ 44 = 61%.

The result is slightly below 70%. 

What does this say about our attempt to guess 
the % of earth cover using our thumbs? Is it a 
very scientific way to measure? How do you 
think scientists arrived at the number 71%?

In this situation, estimating what the result will 
be is helpful. We now have a good idea of how 
much habitat is available to whales.

Total = 44

Ocean =
27
44

17
44

Land =

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Note: This slide is completely animated. The expectation is that the percentage of thumbs that were on OCEAN is approximately 70%.So how do we figure out the result?What does this say about our attempt to guess the % of earth cover using our thumbs? Is it a very scientific way to measure? How do you think scientists arrived at the number 71%?



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What if we made 50 tosses for 100 thumb touches, would the bigger fraction be greater than 50%, that is greater than 50/100?Discuss:You’ve just estimated how much of Earth’s surface is covered by water.Based on the previous number, calculate the percentage the land covers.Express the percentages in decimal notation.Understanding 70%Students, hold up 10 fingers; these 10 fingers represent the whole surface of the globe. Fold down 3 fingers. These fingers represent land coverage. The 7 remaining fingers represent the percentage of ocean that covers the surface of the planet.



The Earth as seen from the South Pole, looking north.

Follow-up Activity
How Many Oceans?

Investigate and respond

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Note: There is an animation on this page. Press Enter or <Space Bar> before explaining the activityHow many oceans are there on Earth? (Questions for the students.)  This activity also can be found here or by going to the website.Do you think there is one ocean or five oceans?Explain your choice of one ocean vs five oceans using evidence from the map to support your claim. (If they need help, have them put a finger on the ocean and follow it all around the globe.)Reach a conclusion based on the best argument and evidence. Discuss why there are historically 5 names for different regions of the ocean and why it might be important to remember that it’s really one ocean. (animal migration, movement of heat and food and pollution or anything else in the ocean)



Follow-up Activity
Where Are the Oceans?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Follow up activities:Direct the students to use a blank map of the world (above) to color the oceans blue and color the land a different color.  This image can be found here or by going to the website. 
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